A complete understanding of the determinants that restrict D-amino acid incorporation by 12 the ribosome, which is of interest to both basic biologists as well as the protein engineering 13 community, remains elusive. Previously, we demonstrated that D-amino acids are successfully 14 incorporated into the C-terminus of the nascent polypeptide chain. Ribosomes carrying the 15 resulting peptidyl-D-aminoacyl-tRNA (peptidyl-D-aa-tRNA) donor substrate, however, partition 16 into subpopulations that either undergo translation arrest through inactivation of the ribosomal 17 peptidyl-transferase center (PTC) or remain translationally competent. The proportion of each 18 subpopulation is determined by the identity of the D-amino acid sidechain. Here, we demonstrate 19 that the identity of the aminoacyl-tRNA (aa-tRNA) acceptor substrate that is delivered to 20 ribosomes carrying a peptidyl-D-aa-tRNA donor further modulates this partitioning. Our discovery 21 demonstrates that it is the pairing of the peptidyl-D-aa-tRNA donor and the aa-tRNA acceptor that 22 determines the activity of the PTC. Moreover, we provide evidence that both the amino acid and 23 tRNA components of the aa-tRNA donor contribute synergistically to the extent of arrest. The 24 results of this work deepen our understanding of the mechanism of D-amino acid-mediated 25 translation arrest and how cells avoid this precarious obstacle, reveal similarities to other 26 translation arrest mechanisms involving the PTC, and provide a new route for improving the yields 27 of engineered proteins containing D-amino acids.
Using a highly purified, Escherichia coli-based, in vitro translation system devoid of D-aa-48 tRNA deacylase and a series of biochemical assays reporting on the major steps of the translation 49 elongation cycle (Fig. 1A) , we recently published a mechanistic study of D-amino acid 50 incorporation by the TM 9 . The results of this study demonstrated that D-aa-tRNA acceptors in 51 complex with the GTP bound-form of elongation factor (EF)-Tu (i.e., EF-Tu(GTP)D-aa-tRNA 52 complexes) can be delivered to the A site and participate in peptide bond formation with yields 53 mirroring those obtained from delivery of the corresponding L-aa-tRNA acceptors. Nonetheless, 54 Fleisher, R.C., Cornish, V.W., and Gonzalez, R.L., Jr. 4 EF-G(GTP)-catalyzed translocation of the resulting peptidyl-D-aa-tRNA from the A-to P sites 55 resulted in ribosomal elongation complexes (ECs) that partition into two subpopulations. One 56 subpopulation is unable to undergo peptidyl transfer with the next aa-tRNA acceptor and becomes 57 translationally arrested. The second subpopulation can undergo peptidyl transfer with the next 58 aa-tRNA acceptor and remains translationally competent. Remarkably, the fraction of ECs that 59 undergo translation arrest or remain translationally competent is dependent on the side chain of 60 the D-amino acid, suggesting that the observed arrest arises from a D-amino acid side chain- 
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A striking feature of the study described above is that several of the nucleotides we 69 identified are also implicated in macrolide 11 -, chloramphenicol 12 -, and nascent polypeptide- 
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Using our previously described in vitro translation system 9 , we began our investigation by 79 performing fMet-L-Lys-X and fMet-D-Lys-X tripeptide synthesis reactions in which the identity of 80 Fleisher, R.C., Cornish, V.W., and Gonzalez, R.L., Jr. 5 the third amino acid, denoted by the 'X', was varied by delivering EF-Tu(GTP)aa-tRNAs formed 81 using one of four different aa-tRNA acceptors (Supporting Materials and Methods and Figs. S1 82 and 1B). The choice of a peptidyl-D-Lys-tRNA Lys donor in these experiments was driven by our 83 previous demonstration that the fraction of ECs that undergo translation arrest is closest to 50 % 84 when a peptidyl-D-Lys-tRNA Lys donor is paired with a Phe-tRNA Phe acceptor 9 . We therefore 85 reasoned that using the peptidyl-D-Lys-tRNA Lys donor and Phe-tRNA Phe acceptor pairing as a 86 reference would allow us to most easily detect both increases and decreases in the fraction of 87 ECs that undergo translation arrest. For the aa-tRNA acceptors, we chose aa-tRNAs in which the 
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Given the striking effect that we observed when the aa-tRNA acceptor carried a positively 101 charged amino acid, we used the next tripeptide synthesis reactions to test the performance of (Table S1) 
